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Fundamentals of United Nations Organization
CLARK

M. EICHELBERGER:

Last February, at the public conference of the Commission,
I reviewed the United Nations documents, and at that time
there were three main agreements that looked toward the future of world cooperation-the Atlantic Charter, the Declaration of the United Nations, and Article VII of ·the master
Lend-Lease agreement. Accompanying them were a whole
series of bilateral arrangements.
Since that time, the number of agreements has been increased. The most important, of course, are the agreements
reached at Moscow. Before .the Moscow Conference there were
certain fears and worries on the part of the people, both here
arid abroad, but the reaction of almost everyone now is that
the Four-Power Declaration seems to have cleared the ground
for the organization of the future.
There was fear before .that one nation and then another and
another of the great powers might use its own method of occupation in any territory in which its forces arrived first. That
difficulty was cleared away by the agreement that occupation
and disarmament of the enemy would be by joint agreement.
It was also feared that after hostilities had ceased individual
United Nations might take action of their own, thinking that
such action would be a further safeguard of the peace. The
danger of individual action is removed by that statement in
the Moscow agreements which provides that the nations will
not send their troops into other nation's territory, except to
fulfill the -terms of the agreements, and by prior agreement,
which I think anticipates joint action of an international police
nature.

There was fear that China might be excluded; but China
was admitted.
And then, finally, those propagandists in this country that
were very zealous in saying that the President and Churchill
and Stalin were interested only in a three- or four-power
pact or an agreement to play power politics-that charge of
the propagandists was removed by Article IV of the Moscow
Declaration, which provides for the establishment of an international organization, open on a basis of equality to all
states, great and small, all peace-loving states, and as soon
as possible.
And so, since our meeting some months ago, the declarations
of the United Nations, their agreements, their plans for the
future, have been greatly implemented. This adds to the importance of the work of the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, and affeds the tempo of its work. The Commission, as one of the leading organizations in its field in the
United States composed entirely of private citizens, is trying to
make its contribution to the thinking of the American people
on the important subject of the organization of peace.
Today we are releasing our Fourth Report. Professor Shotwell will present the eleven Fundamentals which the Commission believes must be included in the world organization
to carry out the intent of the Moscow agreements. Professor
Condliffe will explain the Commission's views on the international agencies needed to achieve economic justice ; Professor Wright, the agencies and the police power necessary to
achieve political security ; and Mr. Levy, the question of the
peaceful settlement of disputes and justice.

The Commission's Fourth Report deals with these three
major phases or functions of an international community: one
is to provide political security; another is to provide the machinery for the peaceful settlement of disputes to attain an
ever-increasing degree of justice in an ever-changing world ;
and the third, the machinery by which the nations may achieve
a better livelihood, a higher standard of welfare, to carry out
that great hope expressed in the Atlantic Charter "that all the
men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom from
fear and want." It is along those three lines that the Commission's future reports will also be developed.
· The view I wish to put forward today is that of urgency.
The intention of the four powers at Moscow to create the international organization as soon as possible should be carried
out immediately, and not a day should go by without efforts
being made to accomplish that end. It is my personal opinion
(and I do not believe I go beyond the members of the Commission and its officers) that a peace conference of the type
that wrote the Treaty of Versailles and established the League
of Nations Covenant should absolutely be avoided. I hope
there will not be any peace conference at all of a postwar kind.
I recognize, of course, that there will be many conferences
after the war and during the transition period, but they should
be conferences of experts and technicians to carry out agreements that statesmen will have reached before hostilities cease.
In the popular mind, there are three different time periods
in which the peace settlements for the world organization can
be prepared. One is now. Another is immediately after the
armistice. The third is after a cooling-off period.
It is my view that the world cannot possibly endure a
cooling-off period. It would consume itself in any such imaginary situation. Also, even to wait until immediately after
hostilities cease would be too late to plan the basic settlements. The reasons for this are many but they can be reviewed very briefly.
One is that the problems of relief and rehabilitation will
be so great that there will not be time · to improvise the solutions for problems of feeding, of elections, of restoration of
economic life, of starting transportation, schools, when the
war is over. Indeed, the world will be so near exhaustion
when the war ends that the time difference between having
machinery for reconstruction ready for instantaneous application and having to wait six months for a peace conference may
make the difference between continued anarchy and the organization of the world for its salvation and its reconstruction.
In the second place, the tempo of events is such that the
major powers could not possibly wait until the war is o:ver
to determine whether their policies for the future shall be
world cooperation or imperialism, balance of power, alliances
and another war.
Before Moscow, the British were faced with a choice between world cooperation, a partial cooperation with Russia
for the stabilization of ·the European continent and empire
preference. When I was in London over a year ago, I found
that all of the British people I talked with wanted a world
organization, with the cooperation of the United States, but
they felt that it would be impossible to organize an international body stronger than the League of Nations without
American membership. And so the attitude of the British,
officially and unofficially, was : there is no use of our planning
any farther than we know the American people will go.
There were those people who before the Four-Power
Agreement feared that Moscow might choose tough frontiers
in Central Europe and a policy of isolationism such as the
United States followed at the close of the last war rather
than world cooperation, and certainly the Russians could

not have waited until after the war to make that decision.
The same is true of the United States. The American people have before them the choice between world cooperation
and isolation-not the pacifist, semi-religious isolation following the last war but an imperial isolation.
No one of these three great powers can wait until a peace
conference after the war to decide what its postwar policy
shall be.
Fortunately, the agreement of the Big Four now makes
us believe that they are committed, that they have taken their
decision for world cooperation, and that now they will implement that decision by an agreement with all of the United
Nations. Certainly, no postwar organization will exist that
does not grow out of the war and the period of reconstruction.
Another reason for wanting the nations to implement the
Moscow Agreements immediately is one which takes cognizance of human nature. It was described best in a speech
that T. V. Soong made about two years ago in which he
pointed out that men and nations cooperate only when
there is an impelling necessity for them to do so; that when
they must cooperate, they do .
You may have visited a small town and found that all the
citizens pile out at night to help put out a fire that threatens
the community, and then, next day, after the fire is over
and the heroic mood has passed, they cannot meet and agree
upon a fire department to prevent the recurrence of that
tragedy. Individuals will make great sacrifices in order to
control a pestilence that is threatening the life of the community, and then, a few weeks later, are unable to agree upon
a public water works and sewage system to prevent the recurrence of the plague.
In the last war, men fought and died together and then,
when the war was over, could not agree upon the institutions
of peace that would make war impossible. They made a
very good start, but, unfortunately, the refusal of the United
States to join the League made it impossible for the League
to develop that strength to prevent this tragedy.
The nations today are making the most terrific. sacrifices
of all history to establish law and order and save civilization. When the war is over, shall we argue about who won
the war? Shall we go back to normalcy? If we wait until
after the war to carry into effect the recommendations we are
talking about this morning, that may happen. The only way
to avoid a postwar reaction is for the nations to take advantage of their heroic mood today and organize their heroism
and their ideals and their sacrifice into the institutions of per- •
manent peace, so that when the war is over, the peace settlements are ready for instantaneous application. In those cases,
such as boundaries, where they cannot be ready, at least the
strategy for meeting them will have been agreed upon and
the international organization will be actually functioning before the war is over. In that way, I believe we can avoid some
of the problems of postwar unemployment and the serious
problems that would otherwise concern us, and go on from
war to a glorious peace, without having a reaction that might
bring the tragedy of a third world war.
The United Nations therefore should start immediately to
establish this international organization. In conclusion, I want
to say that public opinion is of the utmost importance. This
time the American people will not be permitted the luxury
of a debate after an armistice as to whether they shall cooperate with the world and on what terms. This time the American people must think about the peace while they are working
for unconditional surrender of their enemies, and all of us today are committed to the carrying on of the war until our
enemies have surrendered unconditionally.
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But this tragedy might occur, that the American people
might lose the peace in their hearts and in the halls of Congress before they have won the war on the field of battle. That
tragedy must be avoided. It can be avoided by stimulating
now, in every forum throughout the length and breadth of
this land, a great free and democratic discussion of the world

organization of the future and the responsibilities of the
United States. Then that public opinion must be expressed
and Congress must be urged to support the Executive in strong
action. To stimulate this discussion is the purpose of the
Commission to Study the Organization of Peace and the reason why we are presenting to you these Reports today.

Findings of the Fourth Report
JAMES

T.

SHOTWELL:

This Commission is concerned with the problems of organization-how to organize so that peace may be assured. All of
our early work was analytical. We went into the questions to
find out what the realities were before we started organizing
in a blueprint or getting a scheme for the millenium.
This summer we came to the conclusion that the time had
come for a more definite statement on the organization of
peace, and for the last four months or so, we have been preparing this Report. We kept it away from the blueprint type
of expression and held to the principles, the fundamentals,
but tried to make those fundamentals so definite that it was
not just a statement of wishful thinking and hopeful aspiration, but a definite picture of the world we expect to see, because we do now have some reason for expecting it.
If you will turn to page 25 of the General Statement you
will find there the Fundamentals, after the introductory section on the way in which our thinking has proceeded. In the
opening paragraphs we propose that the general international
organization envisaged in the Moscow agreement, and endorsed by the Senate and by the nation with great unanimity,
is to be thought of as taking or at least if not taking the form
indicated here, dealing with the problems that are indicated
in the text.
Before we come to the text itself, we have a very important
sentence, that, "In previous Reports the Commission has
shown that the international organization must furnish a continuous process for the achievement of security, justice and
welfare throughout the world."
·
Our conception is very much removed from those who think
or seem to imply that once having got an organization, the
work is done. The organization is there for the purpose of
embodying a process. It will be changed to suit the process, to
make it more effective in its pursuit of the great aim set before it. It must be "a continuous process" and not just a
single machinery provided to work automatically and solve
all the world's problems.
It is important to emphasize that. The method likely to be
followed by the opponents of this great move for coordinated
international effort is indicated in the phrase of the Senate
that it must be a "just peace" for the nationalists of the unregenerate type will claim to be the judges of the justice.
There is the important point to keep in mind. We say that
the peace shall be made just as far as possible, but it shall
be made more and more just through a machinery that will
embody the will or at least the enlightened opinion of mankind.
You will find-I venture this prophecy-that the opponents
(and there are many who are silent now) of what is being
done to organize peace will fall back upon the claim that the
treaty or the settlement is unjust in its political clauses and
that therefore we should not go into an international organization which may fasten that peace upon the world. The
answer to that must be : how are you going to redress the injustices that may and will undoubtedly occur ?-for no treaty,
no settlement, will be completed satisfactory. Here we have
outlined a different way for getting rid of the injustice of

nations than resorting to force and violence. Indeed the test
of the reality of this organization of peace will be whether it
will be able to make a peace better than it had been at the
start, because many of the settlements will be open to readjustment and should be.
The political pathway that looks so bright and shining at
the moment will undoubtedly be clouded over by those who
will fasten upon the terms of the various settlements at the
end of the war and not upon the mechanism of machinery
for international adjustment. Let's not be fooled at this time.
But I am anticipating. That is a future trouble. We will have
it, and let us watch for it.
I now come to the points one by one. Mr. Eichelberger has
already dealt with the demand fo r immediate action, expressed
in our first Fundamental. "The United Nations and their associates should proceed now to establish the general international organization. It should provide for eventual participation by all nations capable of fulfilling their responsibilities."
The thought of a United Nations that would include only one
part of the civilized world, so that there would still be outcast
nations, is not a thought of peace at all. We have to work toward the whole organization or we do not get anything.
The next Fundamental is "Universal Obligation," which
begins with a sentence taken from the protocol of Geneva of
1924, "Aggressive war is a crime against mankind. " This
should be in capital letters. It is the keynote of our philosophy.
The second sentence defines aggression, "All nations must
be bound by the obligation not to resort to other than peaceful means for the settlement of disputes ."
This double negative comes from the Quai d'Orsay. It is
the French phrase put into the Kellogg Pact. It is not an obligation to take everything to court, for if you had that obligation, we should be drawn into court by every nation in the
world and so would every other nation by pettifogging politicians the world over. We cannot have an obligation that we
must go to court on everything, but we can have an obligation that we will not go any place else.
·
There is nothing new in the obligation "not to resort to
other than pacific means for the settlement of disputes." We
have been through that with the Kellogg Pact. But the question is how are you going to enforce the obligation. That was
the thing the Pact never got around to.
We imply that aggression is going to war in violation of
the pledge to take the case to pacific settlement. (There is
more on it in our introductory section.) On "Prevention of
Aggression" we suggest that "The nations acting through the
international organization should agree to employ whatever
means are necessary including armed forces to prevent aggression." We do not say how you are to agree or how much
you are to agree or whether it is to be an agreement on detail
of making an international army or not. We say that there
must be an agreement through the international organization
and not by our own mandate. And then we go on, "Certain
strategic bases should be permanently occupied by forces of
the cooperating nations as a police measure." And, " For emergency preventive action they should have available an inter-
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national air force recruited by voluntary enlistment." Here,
we are right in the heart of things.
Prevention of aggression calls for two methods of action
which must be distinguished pretty carefully. We must draw
a distinction between the cooperative action with armies and
navies and all the force necessary for putting down a war
begun, and a police force. A policeman is the symbol and
not the embodiment of national power. His presence is a reminder of law and order. In the same way the international
police force should not be the armies and navies of the world;
it should be a monitory body, a small but ready, available
and present symbol of the United Nations. The airplane is the
ideal instrument for that kind of police. It will be there, on
the spot, ready to act to prevent aggression not to carry the
war out to its conclusion. It is not for that purpose. It happens that in this war the lawless nations of the world are
more afraid of an airplane than anything else. What happened in Berlin yesterday an'd the night before will happen
many times before this war is over. It brings home to the
people behind the lines, to the nations themselves, the sense
of law and order that is resident in or embodied in the international organization. The international air force would be
both a witness to the situation and the reminder of what would
happen.
Our fourth Fundamental is "Justice." Justice is a grand,
magnificent word, poorly realized. I remember once meeting
one of our very important judges at the end of a 'day in court,
and carelessly, rather jokingly, I said, "Well, how did it go
-administering justice today?" He replied, "I never administer justice. I administer the law." Remember, justice is an
ideal. The continuous process will bring us farther and farther
towards realization of it; that is all. We have a paper on this
subject, so I shall not delay, except to remind you that we
come out definitely for the Permanent Court of International
Justice and for the widening of the scope of arbitration.
Our seventh Fundamental, "Human Rights," connects with
justice. We suggest that there should be a permanent international commission to provide means through international
law for safeguarding essential human rights, not just the rights
of governments and nations.
This war is being fought very largely on account of the
violations of human rights. There have grown up governments
in the world that in brutal violation of every consideration of
this kind impose their sovereignty ruthlessly on all within
their state, and out of that has come a danger for other countries.
We propose that there should be a way by which international law should be more and more like the old Roman
jus gentium, the law of nations, which was a conglomerate of
the principles of justice drawn from all the world and fused
by the Roman jurists into magnificent embodiment in Roman
law. Something like that in the modern world is badly needed.
It cannot happen at once any more than it happened at once
in Rome, but there should be 'Provision for it in the permanent organization of nations.
Our fifth Fundamental deals with the control of armaments.
Here is a challenge to the movement of international peace
and to the organization, a challenge that will have to be met
differently from the way it has been met in the past.
We must not make the mistake that was made in the Treaty
of Versailles. Section V of that Treaty provided for the disarmament of Germany. It began with the statement that in
order to proceed with general disarmament of all nations,
Germany must undertake strictly to observe the terms of the
text. This was in the preamble and therefore the international
lawyers and the politicians could claim that general disarma-

ment was not an obligation ; that the only power that had an
obligation to disarm was Germany because it subscribed to the
following text of the contract.
This time, we are to disarm the enemy, and I do not know
any more convinced sentiment in this country than that. But
are we to stop there ? Many of us do not think so. I 'do not
say that we must then proceed immediately and carelessly at
the close of this war to lay aside armaments which may be
needed during the period of transition for the suppression of
violence of all kinds . I am afraid there will be great need for
that kind of protection for law and order for a good while
after the war. But if we are not sincere in making the obligation in principle a general obligation, then we are not preparing for peace at all.
This matter of control of armaments is going to be an exceedingly difficult one to settle. We believe that the principles
are these: To lessen for the peace-loving peoples the burden
of armaments, and reduce armaments progressively to agreed
levels under the supervision of an armaments control commission.
The way to achieve disarmament is known much more than
people commonly realize. It is through safeguarding security.
The French have always been right and we have been wrong
in the past- I have said this many times- in their emphasis
on security first and disarmament in proportion to security.
We, with our reliance on nature and distance, said, "Let's
disarm first." We believed in the slogan (and America runs
to slogans, unfortunately) that the way to peace is by disarmament and the way to 'disarm is to disarm. We would
never had said that if we had had the Rhine instead of the
Atlantic at our eastern frontier. We would have said, "We
must have an adequate substitute for war or we will prepare
for our defense." Well, that is a bit of history. Disarmament
will be the test of the reality of the organization of peace.
Our sixth Fundamental deals with economic and social collaboration. Dr. Condliffe's talk this morning will be on these
questions. I shall go on to our eighth Fundamental "Colonial
Trusteeship."
We recommend that the international organization should
provide for a system of trusteeship, an'd the nations with selfgoverning territories should accept certain responsibilities for
the elimination of exploitation and for the extension of selfgovernment. That is a very conservative statement for some
of you. I know you are just wanting to say, "How about India?" and so on. But that it not our job here. The job is to
provide internationally the machinery by which this can be
settled. If you mean that one nation shall, without regard to
full and adequate debate in an international body, proceed to
interfere with other countries, then I am against it, personally. Colonial trusteeship should be provided for by the international organization and those governing should accept certain responsibilities. We will list these responsibilities in a
future report.
Then, we come to our ninth Fundamental "Central Political Bodies." Here is the outline : a general democratic body,
like the Assembly, in which all nations have an equal voice,
an~ do not imagine that the Assembly is just a meeting place.
It 1s the committee work of the Assembly that is more important than the speeches. Those committees do deal and 'did
deal with the details of international organization. They challenged the work of the Council many times. There was an
international democratic body at work, and alongside it, a
Council. The council must be composed of a limited number
of states, including those nations that bear the heaviest share
of responsibility for the restoration and maintenance of peace,
and able to take quick decisions in cases of threat of aggres-
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sion. That is very important. Speed of action is so necessary.
When the deadly time table of the general staff begins, as
war breaks out, you cannot go on in a debating club about
ultimate fundamentals of liberty. You have got to act.
And then, of course, there must be a secretariat like that
of the League, to study international problems and to provide
information and secretarial services.
Well, there is . a picture of the new league of nations. I
must say that it gives me personally a vast satisfaction to think
that this is not any longer, as it has been with me so many
years, a distant dream. You and I will see this thing happen
if as American citizens we do our duty now to back up the
steps already taken.
Our last two Fundamentals deal with "Regional Organization" and with the "Use of Existing Machinery." Regional
organizations should not be of the kind that break up the
unity of the general organization. There are plans widely circulated here for a regional federation of Europe and another
one for America, and so on. We of the Commission stand in
profound disagreement with that. Nevertheless, there may
be and should be regional agreements to enforce, regional
agreements conforming to the fundamental purpose and cooperating with the general international body.
Then, finally, the Commission believes that the existing
machinery of the League of Nations should be called upon.

It is still in existence. The International Labour Organization

is working away. Those bodies in the economic field which
are still in operation should be brought back with all of the
experience of the past, to function effectively in the continuity
that is so essential in all sound political thinking.
I have been over the text. I will close by reminding you of
the way in which we have grouped our thinking in the introductory part, in a trilogy of Security, Justice and Welfare.
Those are the three great principles to be provided for in the
international organization of peace. As we worked at those,
some of us became aware of the fact that they are just a modern rephrasing of a rather famous phrase to Americans: Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness, and of a phrase familiar
to the largest nation in the world, where every morning in
Chinese schools they recite the three principles of Sun Yatsen: Nationality, Democracy and Livelihood.
Somehow or other, these seem to embody the great fundamental principles of a civilized life, as we have it now at our
disposal for the first time in history. We have the instruments
of intelligence and of science to overcome the obstacles that
separate mankind. Can we not keep our eyes fixed upon these
fundamentals of the organization of mankind for peace and
justice, realizing that at the start we have only a means to an
end, but the end is that which will ultimately rid the world
of all war. Let us hope that it may prevent the third world war.

Economic Organization of Welfare

J.

.

B. CONDLIFFE:
The work of this Commission is now arranged in three
divisions, dealing with questions of security, of welfare, and
of justice. The problem of security, which is the heart and
center of all of our problems, is mainly political, but it is of
profound importance also as an aspect of economic reorganization.
The recent conference at Moscow has resulted in a prior
political agreement which does not settle in detail all the complex political problems of the future but is an agreement to
consult and cooperate in the settlement of those problems.
From an economic point of view this is perhaps the most
important step that has been taken in the last six months.
Let us remember what happened at the close of the last war.
There never was any prior political agreement before the Treaty
of Versailles. The minds of the great protagonists, particularly
President Wilson and Mr. Clemenceau, never really met.
There was no understanding of the difference between the two
concepts of a conciliatory and a hard peace. There was a formula, and on the formula an agreement was reached, but there
was no agreement on the conflict beneath the formula. As a
result, this great country withdrew from participation and
those countries which were the greatest among the remaining
Allies, Great Britain and France, pursued contradictory policies
in the years that followed. Out of that conflict, the only ultimate victor was Germany. Because of this contradiction, because of the confusion of policies, there never was a possibility in the years between the wars of pursuing constructive
cooperative programs for economic advancement and for the
improvement of living standards.
If there is no political security, no nation dares risk the
interdependence that will come from international trade. Indeed, they dare not follow policies of improving the welfare
of the common man. They must put power as their goal and
not welfare. They must choose guns instead of butter. That is
why I believe that the great accomplishment of the three
statesmen who met at Moscow, and particularly of our own
great Secretary of State, is a triumph which really encourages

us to hope that after this war we may at last have a chance of
organizing a sensible economic world.
There is one thing left that is necessary on the political side,
and that is, that the accomplishment at Moscow shall be received and supported continuously and persistently, not by one
but by both the great historic political parties of this country.
What this poor unhappy world needs more than anything else
is a consistent, united foreign policy from the United States.
Upon this foundation stone of prior political agreement,
there does seem now to be emerging a possible pattern, not so
much of economic organization as of an organization within
which economic action and policy may be shaped arid formed.
Let us think of the contrast that confronts us--the great
dilemma with which we are faced. There are, first, the possibilities now within our grasp of utilizing the scientific discoveries and the techniques of organization, which could
give to the ordinary, common man in every country, and more
particularly to his children, the opportunity of a much richer,
much more varied life, with a sounder and more secure material basis, and could therefore give us greater opportunities
for development of the human spirit in all its reaches. We
know the wonders that applied chemistry an'd physics can
make available to us. We know that there is a chance of building upon these discoveries much higher and more secure standards of living, not only for ourselves but for all peoples. And
yet, we know also that if history teaches us anything, ther~
is a real risk that instead of this improving standard of life,
instead of intelligent use of these new scientific possibilities,
we may see our social organization deteriorate and disintegrate
as a result of the damage done to it by a second great 'destructive war within one generation.
I am not concerned so much about the material damage
that the war is doing, great as that may be. The possibilities
of destruction which are unleashed by the prostitution of these
very scientific discoveries are immensely greater than they
used to be and we sometimes forget that the greater administrative efficiency of the modern state can enable a people to
hold out by mobilization of its resources and by repression of
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discontent until the cupboard is very much more bare and
the destruction wrought is much greater than would have
brought such a nation to its knees in any previous age. We
shall find a scorched earth that is more terrible than anything
which has happened after previous wars. We are already finding it as our armies move forward, but still, I say, this material destruction is not the greatest cost we are going to pay
unless we make provision in time against the immaterial costs
of destruction.
It is true also that the human costs are very great. We may
have, and probably shall have, if not a lost, at least a warped,
generation, born and grown up during this war, children
whose constitutions are enfeebled and whose minds are
twisted as a result of the infamies that have been practiced
upon them. Maybe it will be difficult to handle such a generation in the years to come, but Providence in its wisdom has
not arranged for the transmission and inheritance of acquired
qualities. The new babies that will be born after this war
will be as sweet and clean and strong as any that went before.
Indeed, they may even be stronger, because in many countries,
in many areas, they will be born from those who have had the
strength to survive some of the worst calamities that Europe
has ever witnessed.
The real problem that confronts us is what kind of a social
environment these babies will be born into. That is where the
worst damage is 'done by war. It is in the organization and
mechanisms by which people cooperate with each other, so as
to live together in a civilized community. We have strained
these economic mechanisms almost beyond the breaking point,
perhaps beyond the breaking point. Unless we take swift
action, people may lose faith in the symbols of cooperationin government, courage, and credit systems. When these
symbols go, then again the life of man is apt to become "nasty,
poor, brutish and short." We know that there is danger of
famine and starvation, of epidemic sickness, of monetary inflation, of the breakdown of trade and transport, unless we
take prompt action. We have enough technique and expertness to handle these problems if we work in time, if we are
prepared now, if we do not let events catch hold of us instead
of us controlling the events.
Unless we have our organization ready, we shall not have
the promise of scientific development fulfilled. We may have
the risk of social disintegration come true. But, fortunately,
there is a pattern emerging by which, if our leaders and the
experts who advise them r.eceiv: t;he continuous, resolute an.cl
sustained support of public opm1on, spread throughout this
and other countries, we have some hope, indeed some assurance, that we can avert the worst of these calamities and turn
the prospects of disaster into the prospects of a better and
more spacious an'd gracious future for the ordinary man.
It is true that the complications of economic disorder are
intricate and entangled, that you cannot deal with one problem without realizing that it affects all the others. But it is also
true that the best way in such a situation is to do what any
woman does who has a tangled skein to unravel. She takes
hold of a thread and follows it through. Somewhere we must
start in this complication of problems. This, I believe, is the
reason and the justification for the effort that is now being
made to form specific organizations for somewhat limited
problems in different fields of economic life. You all know
what these initiatives are. Some of them are known and
proved instruments of international collaboration that we
have inherited from the great experiments made after the last
war.
The International Labour Organization is still actively at
work. It has, within the past year, done a remarkable piece
of organization and international assistance in Latin America

by helping those countries to put in systems of social security
such as they never had before. This is perhaps one of the most
useful pieces of constructive work the organization ever was
able to do, and it continues all of its work a!S far as the circumstances of war allow.
The technical sections of the League secretariat are still
actively at work. The Economic and Financial Section is located now at Princeton. The health organization with its headquarters still at Geneva is probably the best source of our information about the problems of health with which we will
be confronted when the war ends, and it has expert people,
as indeed all these sections have, capable not only of assembling and analyzing the information, but of organizing a swift
attack upon the centers of infection.
We have something to work with and we should not lose it.
Particularly we should not lose the experience that is embodied in the personalities of this secretariat. You can find
in those people twenty years of embodied experience. They
know the countries, they know the detailed technicalities of
their different subjects, they know the people with whom
they have worked and can work again, so that you have a
mechanism which has survived and which will, in one way or
another, surely be incorporated into the new mechanism that
will be set up.
In addition, there are specific new organizations. It is always significant to me that the first of these organizations
which was called into being by the United Nations should
have been the Food and Agricultural Organization which is
now in process of being organized as a result of the recommendations of the conference held at Hot Springs, Virginia.
We had, before the war, the Rome Institute of Agriculture, organized, I remind you, by American initiative and largely
supported by American funds. It was never a very effective
body in anything but research. But now we have the prospect
of an organization which may guide and lead national policies away from the restrictive attitudes which landed us with
impoverished diets on the one hand and great surpluses of
misproduced staples on the other, toward a more balanced
and integrated world agriculture, in which specialized production of the staples will be organized in the countries which
are best suited for them, while the limited resources of other
countries will be used to produce the new protective foodstuffs which can only be grown and produced close to home.
A great relief conference is at present in session at Atlantic
City. We had a great relief organization after the last war. It
was efficient and effective, but limited. The great bulk of the
relief, something like 87 per cent, was distributed before
August 1919. This relief effort, which was almost wholly
American, was being wound up before the worst economic
disasters fell upon an unhappy Europe. It was completely
ended in 1923. In 1923, the German currency fell into inflation and other currencies over Europe reflected a distortion
of the economic life. We certainly kept people alive and did
it very efficiently and very quickly, but this is not enough.
The relief organization rightly stresses the second word in
its title-rehabilitation. The whole aim and object is to get
people on to their feet, to help people to help themselves, and
to fit into an orderly system of economic production and world
trade.
In the same way, we have discussions and plans, full of
technicalities and economic and financial jargon, dealing with
the great problem of currency stabilization. The discussions
are highly technical, and maybe mystifying sometimes to the
layman ; but the percentage of agreement among the experts
is very large. There will not be too great difficulty in arriving
at a workable system, provided only that there is genuine sup-
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port among the public, reflected in their political leaders, for
the two simple ideas which lie behind the whole proposal.
The first and foremost of these ideas is that there shall be
again an active multilateral market, a market in which payments can be made freely and promptly, so that traders in any
co.untry can get paid for their exports in their own currency,
without fear of delay or of their payments being blocked in
the currency of the foreign country. And the second idea
simply is that in this market, the rates at which the currencies are exchanged among themselves shall at least be reasonably stable, so that trade shall not be inhibited and capital
movements between the countries shall not be paralyzed by
the fear that the currency values will change rapidly.
If those two ideas can be supported, the idea of an active
market between the trading countries and a steady rate of exchange between the currencies, the experts will work out the
technicalities. We need not worry too much about that.
The same, I believe, is true of the proposals which are not
yet at the stage where they are fully known to those of us who
are not inside the government, the proposals for economic
development of countries that have hitherto lagged behind in
the industrial race. That some organization is necessary, I believe all students will agree. And, again, I am sure that the
technicaliti~s of organization can be worked out and agreed
upon, provided only that people realize and insist that some
effective, equitable means shall be provided whereby countries
that are still living in the wheelbarrow age can transform
their economies, at any rate somewhat nearer to the airplane age.
That is all I have time to say about the technical organizations which are being formed at the moment. There are two
other things I want to say. The first is that we were not wrong
at our last conference six months ago, when we centered the
discussion, and speaker after speaker insisted upon the central
importance of the renewal of the reciprocal trade agreements
and the restoration of a freer fl.ow of international trade as
the essential foundation of all forms of international economic
collaboration. This still remains true. We now have the instruments with whi0 to begin an attack upon this problem.
We ~ave the commitment of our partners in this great war
that m the settlement of their mutual obligations at the close
of this war the governing principle will be to expand trade
and. 0e~eby to . enable internat~onal investment, monetary
stab1lizat10n, agncultural reorgamzation, and leveling up of
labor standards and all the other aspects of economic improvement to have a chance of success.
I d? n?t have time to deal .in detail with aspects of social
orgamzat10n such as health and education and child welfare.

These, we shall work out. They are important, but we can not
work them out unless we have an increase of production and a
rising standard of living, and for that, an increase in the fl.ow
of international trade is necessary. But let us not delude ourselves here. The great obstacle to a freer fl.ow of international
~rade is not. the rest~ictions which little countries place upon
imports. It 1s the tanffs and the other obstacles to trade which
are imposed by the great industrial countries of the world.
You will have no freer trade between the nations, and therefore you will have no prospect of rapid economic development in other areas upon a sound basis, and rising standards
of living and full employment, unless in some way or another, this American tariff comes down.
I think. we should say it and say it plainly. We must accept
payment m the way, and the only way, in which other people
can pay us for the goods they need from us to restore economic
productivity ~n their own countries. Without that, our hope
of an expandmg world trade and rising standards of living is,
in fact, illusory. Of course, we can lend them the money to
pay for the goods. We cannot take much more in the way of
gold because we have most of the gold in the world now. We
coul~ have a larger export trade and refuse to accept payment
·for 1t. But the only sound and permanent basis upon which
more stable international economic collaboration can be based
is a reduction of the barriers to trade where they are important, and the most important place is here at home.
Therefore, the consultations which are now beginning and
will proceed on commercial policy are among the most important which will lay the foundation and shape the pattern of
our postwar world.
I. have only one other thing to say. I have said many times,
until you are probably tired of hearing me say it, that I do not
regard .the tech?ical and the expert aspect of these questions
~s particularly rmportant from the point of view of organizmg the peace. I say that because I am convinced that enough
expert compet~nce exists and is at the command of governments and. busme~s to s~lv:e these problems, if not perfectly,
at least sat1sfacto~ily. This 1s not the real question with which
we are faced. It 1s not a question of not knowing what to do
or how to do it.
It is, first of all, a question of leadership, and to our great
~ood fortune, we have leaders of whom we can be proud and
m whom we can repose confidence. But leadership, even the
~eadership which is b~rn~ on the wings of a gallant old eagle,
1s not enough. Even 1f 1t has the greatest insight, and access
~o the most comp~tent and expert technical advisers, as it has,
1t has t? be sustamed and is dependent upon a resolute common will among the people of this and other countries who
alone, in the last resort, have the decision in these m~tters.

Public Opinion and the Peace
B. HUGHES:
I am afraid that my contribution here this afternoon will
be more or less a negative report on the subject of public
opinion and the peace.
I agree that today the acceptance of the idea of international cooperation for peace is universal; almost, universal to
the extent of interest, of public acceptance of the ideal. I
think sometimes we are misled by the results of polls, by the
reports. of various organizations who survey the thinking of
the nation, who survey perhaps without the weighted investigat!on, as I think it is called in such fields of study, the
weighted analysis of public opinion. I think the fact that,
as you have just been told, California today believes in international cooperation, in international idealism, still does
not prevent some Californians from believing that there
JOHN

should be restored the Republic of California; that the thinkir_ig of the nation is divi~ed; that the Rockies present a barner and that there are still "geo-politic" ideas that could be
applied. Therefore, we have a problem ahead of us of mobilization of thinking into specific terms.
One recent. survey, I believe, reported 92 per cent of the
people as bemg favorable to international organization for
peace: Yet that opinion, that mass of public approval, which
also 1s demonstrated by the acceptance of a book entitled
"One World," does not necessarily go beneath the mere sur~
face acceptance of a beautiful ideal.
I was talking to someone the other day about the indications, about the hearty acceptance and the tremendous support by purchasers of the book, "One World," and he contributed the thought that if a book were written on peace plan-
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ning by the third baseman of the New York Yankees, everyone would buy it. We have a great many persons, even bridge
experts, contributing to the sum total of discussion on the
subject.
I was talking last night with Rex Stout, who is chairman
of the Writer's War Board, who has done a good deal in this
field and whose thinking, I believe, has contributed much
through both his writing and his speaking. We were talking
about the colossal pyramid of ignorance that prevails today,
an ignorance that perhaps is more complex because of the
complexity and mass of information itself. Rex Stout said,
"I sometimes think how frightfully ignorant the world must
have been two thousand years ago, when I see how ignorant
it is today." I challenged him on that. I said "The world
couldn't possibly have been as ignorant two thousand years
ago as it is today because there wasn't so much to be ignorant
about."
The working intelligence of today, the working information of today, is so much greater and more complex, and becomes more complex all the time. Ignorance, too, becomes
complex and pyramids in ratio to the degree of information,
to the complex mountain of information that we have. Of
course, that ignorance is revealed more particularly in the
complex fields of international affairs. An example was reported to me by a professor who was conducting a survey
of opinion. He said when people were asked if they approved
of an international police force, 80 per cent of them said
yes. When asked if they would approve an international police force if the United States contributed fifty per cent of
the costs of that force, the approval, the yes answers went
down to about 50 per cent. When asked if they would approve an international police force if that support by the
United States meant increasing taxes and reducing the standard of living in the United States, the yeses went down to
about 10 per cent or some such figure; at least the change
was astounding.
Rex Stout, testing his idea of the colossal ignorance with
which we have to deal, recently has been asking audiences if
they agree that the Treaty of Versailles was a bad treaty, that
it imposed any unfair and unjust restrictions or conditions on
the people of Germany. He asks the audience to show by
hands how many believe that the Treaty of Versailles was a
bad treaty. He says that invariably, 75 or 80 per cent of the
audience raises hands. Then, he explains that he has a spare
ten dollar bill which he will gladly give to any member of the
audience who can name any three provisions of the Treaty of
Versailles. He has yet to pay out his first ten-dollar bill.
In such ignorance is the danger, the grave danger, of distorted public opinion in such matters as the organization of
the peace. We have today a great mass of confused thinking
on the subject of the Moscow Declaration, and that confused
thinking is contributed to by elements of the press and some
voices of the radio, who proceed to criticize or condemn or
analyze or evaluate without understanding the conditions,
without understanding, perhaps, even one of the conditions.
I had occasion recently to see a group of newspapermen
covering an international conference. I think there were only
two among the seventy-five who had come to that conference,
who had studied the background, the reason for the conference, the conditions which had led to the calling of that conference, the circumstances of study which had gone into the
preparations of the agenda. In other words, with no capacity
to evaluate, these men were interpreting to the nation the
processes of that particular conference.
So we have conflicting forces of understanding, trying to
understand better than they do, wanting to understand, as
shown by their idealistic acceptance of books, of ideas, of

pronouncements on the subject of orgamzmg for peace.
People are trying to form conclusions, and, as someone said
here earlier today, people like to think they form their own,
but too often they must try to establish those conclusions on a
basis of half-information, of distorted information or false
information: Many contrary opinions ·are being disseminated in
America today. Perhaps their authors are deliberate obstructionists, perhaps unwitting, I don't know. I believe there is
great danger in a current propaganda campaign that is contrary to what most of us understand as the proper approach
to the organization for peace, yet which many people may
consider the correct one. Certainly, they, too, the people who
are disseminating this propaganda are also talking in the direction of peace. They profess their devotion to peace. They
profess their eagerness to mobilize the thinking of America
for peace.
Some of you may know of the campaign for "peace now"
that has been started. It was first publicized during a meeting
which took place this month, over at Pendle Hill, near Philadelphia, a meeting of representatives of fourteen pacifist organizations. I want to speak about this because it is an example of the confused thinking that is now contributing to
the sum total of public opinion on the subject of peace.
At Pendle Hill, fourteen organizations gathered at the invitation of the Society of Friends' Peace Committee, for a
discussion of peace, the ideals of peace. Not representing the
Society of Friends were three organizations which took the
leadership in this meeting. They began collaboration on a
program of propaganda, a nationwide campaign in the interest of "peace now," with Mr. Frederick J. Libby, dominant
figure of the spearhead group, declaring that there must be an
immediate pressure campaign to compel the Government of
the United States during this coming winter to seek peace at
any price, on terms that would be acceptable to the enemy for
"peace now."
Mobilizing the forces of the professional pacifist groups
under his leadership, he maintained that he had several million dollars to spend on this campaign during the next few
months. Already, the mailing has begun. I understand, although I haven't seen them yet, that arriving in the mail here
in New York yesterday were several pieces of literature, the
first propaganda shots of the "peace now" campaign. The
first mailing actually took place before the meeting at Philadelphia was under way. I am told that thirty-three thousand
pieces of mail went out. I think Mr. Libby said six hundred
thousand copies of Jeanette Rankin's speech blaming the
United States for the war would go into the mail this month.
Now, the effort of this particular group may not represent
a concerted action by a large number of Americans. I believe
they claim to represent some six hundred thousand members.
But with that number of active workers scattered throughout
the country, reaching others, presenting their ideas in an
organized propaganda campaign, a great pressure will be
brought on public opinion, on the side of confusion.
The meeting in Philadelphia, I am happy to say, the Society of Friends terminated before its scheduled time of
closing. Mr. E. Raymond Wilson announced that he felt the
meeting had taken a different turn than that for which it
was intended; he said it was planned as a philosophic discussion of the principles of peace and the ideas of organization after the war was ended, and he considered it a mistake
to interfere now with the policies of the nation. The meeting
heard many distortions of fact to press upon the public opinion of uninformed people. It was said that the United States
was to blame for the militarization of Japan; that it was not
until after the United States had introduced the ROTC in our
schools that Japan adopted the program of compulsory mili-
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tary trammg. The Reverend A. J. Muste of the Fellowship
of Reconciliation went so far as to say that even if we are
not to blame for the war, our own policies have contributed
to it, perhaps in greater degree than those of other countries;
in view of this we should be so humble that even though the
German-Japanese armies were invading our own shores today, we should lay down our arms and resist only with passive
non-cooperation.
Certainly, the principle of peace is ideal, but as I said on a
broadcast discussing that meeting at Pendle Hill, if prayers
are to contribute to the peace, if you can't pray for our victory,
please don't pray for our defeat.
The distortions of fact in the minds of those people who
unwittingly are aiding the negative side of the approach to
peace may not be diabolically intentional, but nevertheless they
present a pressure on public opinion which must be opposed
by those who have a more realistic or at least an understanding approach, founded more on the study of the problems of
the past and the facts of war and peace. It is a force which
must be dealt with in any attempt to inform properly the
people of America.
Fortunately, we have a certain solid basis for public opinion, even though we may disagree in the pulpits, even though
we may disagree on the political platform, even though we
may disagree on the editorial pages of our press. Our fundamental information is the same. If we can properly disseminate the facts, if we can properly inform all of the people with
the fundamental information, our right to disagree will be safe.
Our disagreement (to which we are devoted in this country) must be based on common fundamental information. The
front pages of the newspapers in Maine and Vermont are
much the same as they are in Tennessee and Kentucky and
California and the State of Washington. The front pages do
give us a bit of fundamental information, sometimes distorted
by misleading headlines, but nevertheless the facts are there,

in the same basic way.
Therefore, if we can provide good factual, sound information through organization here in our own country, and then
proceed with the job to provide that same fundamental, basic
information for all the people of the world, we have the opportunity then to arrive at conclusions, to help people to think
that they have formed their own conclusions in the right way.
We have today one force which is working very well in
this direction. The radio is today, from the United States,
reaching all corners of the earth, in all languages. We are not
doing the sort of job often associated with the word propaganda. We are not utilizing radio frequencies for propaganda
such as that which emanates from Germany or Japan. We are
reporting the facts of war and the facts of the job of working toward peace, in all languages, to all people. For world
understanding, this proposes a long and difficult task, but it
can be done.
But right now, here in this country, we do have a solid
fundamental common understanding which makes it much
easier for those of us who are helping, who are trying to help
the development of public opinion, to help people to believe
they have formed their own opinions about peace in the proper
way. It is not easy by any means. But I hope that it will not
be long until Rex Stout will be giving away ten-dollar bills
if he questions intelligence about the Moscow Declaration or
about the hoped-for decisions among Churchill, Stalin and
Mr. Roosevelt.
We have a great job to organize public opinion on a basis
of factual information. Today people are willing to accept
the opinion of a third baseman of the New York Yankees
on the ideals of peace or of a bridge expert or of a mere commentator such as I, so if we can now bring public opinion
to the point where it's individual owners want to know details
and understand details, we will have taken one step forward
toward that hoped-for accomplishment of an intelligent, organized world peace.

J

Public Opinion and the Peace
H. Row ELL:
If consensus of the informed were what determined things,
the victory is already won. I have been watching this week in
New York two or three excellent examples of that. One was
the Herald Tribune Forum, at which they gathered speakers
just because they were outstanding persons. I think that possibly one or two were purposely omitted, as Mrs. Reid did
not regard them as representing the best-informed or the most
intelligent of our leaders. We will concede to her the right
to that amount of prejudice. I noticed that she did not invite
either Senator Nye or Senator Wheeler, or if she did, they
'd id not come. Otherwise, the outstanding persons who have
been named as candidates for the Republican nomination as
President and other persons named just because they were
drawing-cards, because they were the outstanding persons of
the country, of both parties, were invited. No rules were
laid down as to what views they should have. Among them
there was not a single dissent from the essentials of the two
resolutions that have passed the House of Representatives and
the Senate, and from the conclusions of the Moscow conference. Just automatically because these persons were competent,
they were unanimous.
I spent the first part of this week at another meeting, which
has had less publicity, but it was a meeting upon education.
Dean Russell of Teachers College has-maybe I should not
say just how much, but plenty, of Carnegie money- for an
experiment in primary and secondary education, including the
CHESTER

junior college, and he has gathered together the best experts
he could find, and it is his business to know the experts-the
best experts on research, upon understanding of the problem,
and highly representative, practical administrators of it, the
best ones he could find. But, being a professor, he shares the
suspicion of professors, and he thought that he would like
to bring them in contact with a group of practical men of
affairs.
It happens that I have been one of the members for six or
seven years of the American Youth Commission, which was
sponsored not by Carnegie but by Rockefeller, so we were in
both cases abundantly supported. Professor Russell thought
that this particular group was a group of as representative
men of affairs as he could think of, and was the only such
group that had worked together, with each other and with
experts for seven years, training themselves to a common view.
He asked us to be there, therefore, and we were there, confronting the professors and they confronting us. They used
words in regard to our ability to teach them how to professorize which I did not take so seriously as they pretended to
say them, and I assume that some of them were said for the
sake of politeness, but nevertheless, for two or three days, we
discussed these questions. Nobody had been selected for his
views on any of the subjects before you now, but they were
unanimous, with not a single dissenting voice, that the questions we are discussing here are the essential background of
the practical educational problems with which we have to deal,
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and they were unanimous that if they are to solve the technical questions of how to develop in this new world the
higher, the secondary and the primary education of the United
States, they were sure that the very first condition of it was
exactly the things we have been talking about. And there was
not a single dissenting voice from the conclusions that you
have heard here today, from the chief experts on the subject
in the United States.
Those were two examples, and the United States Senate was
the third one. There came Cordell Hull, received literally as
a conquering hero of diplomacy by the United States Senate,
and with an ovation such as perhaps nobody has ever had
under those circumstances, at this unique event in the history
of the American Congress. The Senate was nearly unanimous
in its passage of the final resolution, which included the
essential part of the statement of the Moscow conference.
The House of Representatives had been nearly unanimous, and
at the moment the situation was unanimous and enthusiastic.
Then there was a meeting, a Republican meeting, when the
Republican National Committeeman from Arizona, following
a suggestion of Secretary Knox (whom the Republican organization may or may not now regard as a Republican) proposed that the two parties have an identical plank, and in this
moment, even that could almost be done.
Therefore, as I said in the beginning, if the consensus of
the enlightened were enough, the victory has already been
won. Unfortunately, those of us who have been as long in
journalism as I have-and that is getting to be now a shockingly long time-and those of us who have been as long in
practical politics as I have (and that is a longer time and
probably twice as shocking) know that the consensus of the
enlightened is not enough. We know that forces are already
at work, working toward what they don't dare or most of
them don't dare very openly yet but are preparing to do, and
that is to disunite the United Nations, to take advantage of
every particular issue as it comes up, or every misrepresentation of something that isn't an issue, and to use it to sow
suspicion among the nations that we call the United Nations,
and to sow suspicion among us in each other, for the purpose
of disunity.
One might as well be specific. For instance, some of you
have probably seen statements attributed to Senator Nye
just before a meeting for the further revival of the late unlamented America First Committee in Chicago, which were
so preposterous, even for him, that they seemed almost incredible. I would have hoped that he was misquoted except
for the fact that previous statements that he has made, which
he verified himself, were just as bad. At any rate, he is speaking for that sort of nationalism in which "sovereignty" is
supposed to be absolutely unconditional, and that includes the
sovereignty of Germany and the sacred right of Germany, at
any time it likes, to exercise the first right of sovereignty,
which is to make war on anybody it likes, whenever it likes.
He was quoted as having said that verbatim, and upon his
assumption, he was correct.
If sovereignty is as unconditional as that, then, logically,
every sovereign nation should have this ancient sovereign
right. Of course, the fact is that sovereignty never was as
unconditional as that. Least of all was it as unconditional as
that when George Washington and Thomas Jefferson are said
to have proclaimed certain things, which they never did proclaim, in words which they are constantly quoted as having
used but which they never did use. There never was that sort
of unconditional sovereignty, but there are those who use that
theory to preach doctrines like this, which are so identical
with the doctrines of 1-Ik!rr Goebbels that it takes a good deal
of charity to attribute the identity to coincidence.

In this speech, also, he misused, as they all do, without his
authority, the name of General MacArthur as a respectable
front behind which they hide their much less respectable desires. But, after having waved the Stars and Stripes and General MacArthur, he also said, "But, after all, Colonel McCormick is very much in the picture," and he proceeded to praise
Colonel McCormick as the great leader of American isola- .
tionism.
Now, it just happens that this particular organization that
he was addressing was holding its second meeting, I think,
and was an organization originally formed by Colonel McCormick himself, and at whose first meeting he nominated himself for President. Still, while not now ostensibly running
himself for President, his present undertaking to use the
power of his great and ruthless newspaper to promulgate just
these things and to put himself up personally is a menace.
For he is one who will, if necessary, do whatever he can do
by journalism or by politics, or whatever he can do by personal candidacies, to bring before the American people his
particular view of isolationism, regardless of what effect it
has upon the fortunes of either party, and that cannot be
justified.
One of the great advantages of old age is that you remember a long time. It happens that I remember that paper
through three generations of its proprietors, and through those
three generations, I have seen it persistently wrong, almost
continuously.
But it won't do to discount too much the influence of that
sort of nonsense put out upon that sort of authority. In the
first place, a ruthless newspaper which not merely says whatever it pleases in its editorial columns-and whatever it says,
right or wrong, nobody objects to the right to say that-but
which also in its news columns unscrupulously distorts and
editorializes the news, can do an enormous amount of harm
by appealing to the people.
Moreover, in the circulation of that particular newspaper,
there is one numerically small group which is enormously important, and that is the editor of every small newspaper
throughout the entire Middle West. There are many of these
who read no other metropolitan newspaper, and if it affects
them, they reach the people. Such things can become a very
dangerous influence.
It is notorious also that there is another campaign, done in
much better English, done with much more skill, conducted
by Mr. Hearst, obviously in his personal capacity, because in
his papers you can tell by the typographical display, you can
tell by the language, you can tell by various things, the things
which he does personally. And in this particular instance
they are things which his editors frequently avoid going any
further with than they have to, by the very simple device of
printing the same day, on the same subject, the Associated
Press news dispatches that have come in that day, so that they
serve as a mild counterirritant. Nevertheless, that campaign of
disruption has been going on, with the intent of dividing the
people of the United States, with the intent particularly of
sowing utter disunion between us and Russia, of sowing complete suspicion between us and the British Empire, done by
half-truths which have just enough of factualism in them to
make .them the more deceptive and which are put in for purposes of deceit. That has been going on, it has been going on
continuously and very viciously and very intelligently-if by
intelligence you mean energy and good English and high IQ,
all of which qualities as well as pretty good physical health,
Mr. Hearst maintains, even at an age which is sufficiently
older than mine so that I might call it old, though it is not so
very much older.
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Those things are going on in journalistic circles. Other
things are also coming up which will be bound to be taken
advantage of, not merely in these journalistic circles, not
merely over the radio, if Father Coughlin and Huey Long
have any successors on it, to do the things they have done before. They will also take advantage of actual issues which wi~l
arise, and those issues are arising. They are arising at this
moment, and they are bound to do so. Parts of them, of course,
have been cured, at least to the enlightened who will read
what they see and read it intelligently. But that is not always
all the people. They have arisen on this question with Russi.a.
Russia, it is quite evident, is determined to hold certain
· buffer states as against Germany, to which it has unfortunately
a legal title. It obtained that legal title at the time when it
was legal, and they were not decided and perhaps not e~en
discussed at Moscow, but they will come up. The question
will be these buffer States which Stalin wants as a part of his
protection against Germany, in spite of the fact that hi~to:i
cally buffer States don't "buff," and the whole scheme is inherently futile. But sometimes it works for a little while, and
nations with a dangerous neighbor are subject to the temptation of wanting that protection.
This is a question that will challenge us. We don't want
those Baltic States annexed against their will to Russia, and
we do want the principles of the Atlantic Charter applied to
them. But we don't want to make war on Russia to make
Russia do it. We know perfectly well that if it came to war on
Russia and if we were foolish enough to risk that war, we
wouldn't win it.
There is only one other better way, and the question is
whether or not the United States Senate under our pressure
will permit that better way. That better way has already been
offered by administrative departments of our government
and the British government to the· extent that the governments
can commit the nations, as temporarily they can, under the
military power. It is that instead of this buffer State protection, there shall be a United Nations protection so adequate
that the buffer States won't be needed.
On that, Stalin has a good memory and he remembers what
happened last time. Even upon this proposal that you sho~d
have identical planks in the .Jlatforn_is o~ the two ~arties,
Stalin knows well that we di have identical planks in the
platforms of the two parties on the World Court. He knows
that every President, literally, from William McKinley on, had
been, at first, for "a" world court, and then for identically
this World Court. He knows that every articulate voice in
America had been for it. He knows that both Houses of
Congress had voted for it, by huge majorities. And he knows
that a small but persistent minority in the United States Senate kept us out of that World Court after all these commitments. So even if both parties in the United States should
commit us, as at this moment perhaps they would, to an identical foreign plank, he wants to know whether the United
States Senate, by a small minority, will do again what it did
do before. He knows it can be done, he knows that it was
done, and he knows that there are those who will try to
do it.
That means that we must expect, not this open opposition,
under an impossible, an ignorant and stupid proposal such as
Senator Nye so far has had the monopoly of, but the ingenious taking advantage of these issues which will arise, issues
which have already arisen in Sicily, where we have our own
governmental authorities under military authorities, under
General Eisenhower, actually administering the internal affairs
of Sicily. We have announced that we are going to administer
the internal affairs of Italy within certain limits, until Italy can
properly and freely find its own leadership and choose its own

government.
That was the very purpose of the demand for unconditional
surrender. It was an "unconditional" surrender on which we
laid down conditions. But one of the conditions allowed us to
interpret for ourselves how much we would interfere with the
internal affairs of Italy, and we are now doing it, and I suppose everybody is for it right there.
The same situation will arise in Austria and it will arise,
as it is arising, in Jugoslavia. It may arise on the question in
France as to whether General de Gaulle is France or isn't
France. He says he is. There are those who say he is not and
must not be. There are sharp differences of opinion, and I
suspect that at this moment, probably in Cairo - in fact
enough has been given out so I should say it was more than
suspecting- that there that very matter is under prese~t di.scussion by the three great powers who must finally deode it.
Each of these things will involve an interference with the
internal affairs of another country. It will not involve a treaty
because these things happen one at a time, and each one of
them happens upon a military situation on which it is entirely
within the legal power of the President to produce an accomplished fact before it ever comes to the Senate. Nobody can
find any logical objection to that. But there are those to whom
curbing the power of the President, and especially that part
of his power which is conferred upon him by the Constitution,
is the most sacred of all of their obligations to their own purpose--which is to put Mr. Roosevelt "in his place," or, rather,
to put him into what is not his place.
All these things will be coming up and upon each of them
we would rather not interfere with the affairs of another
country. We will find ourselves either already interfering in
those affairs or those affairs interfering with us, with or without our knowledge or consent. These apostles of the unconditionality of sovereignty will insist that our sovereignty is so
unconditional that we shall make our decisions completely by
ourselves, with no reference to anybody else who shall have
any voice in it, and that we shall respect the same sort of
sovereignty in other peoples, in spite of the fact that that sort
of sovereignty never did exist and, least of all, can it exist
now.
On the other hand, the complete merging of sovereignty
into some supergovernment-anybody who wants to advocate
that is perfectly free to advocate it and make all the converts
to it that he can, and there is much theoretical argument in
favor of it-but long, long before we ever arrive at it, we
and our children and our grandchildren will be dead. But
there will be these arguments, and there will be the tendency
to run out from a job which is obviously ours, partly because
we don't want the job and partly because we have certain
theories that the job ought not to exist.
Now, these things will develop one at a time, because our
victory is going to develop one step at a time. There may be
a final surrender any time, an·d all at once, by Germany. That
happened before. There is some indication that it might happen now. There are much stronger indications that it will not.
But at some time, there will be an unconditional surrender by
Germany. However, long before that time comes, unless it
should come next week, which we don't expect, we will already, one at a time, have won partial military victories, and
we will have these situations.
The same thing will happen across the other ocean, and it
will happen, perhaps, more slowly. Unless public opinion is
sufficiently mobilized as against this insidious campaign, there
are those in the press, there will be those in radio, and there
are those in the United States Senate who are determined to
take advantage of it and who, if they succeed the way they
did before, will win. It is up to us to see to it that they don't.
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Security and World Organization
QUINCY WRIGHT:

I assume that none of us here will underestimate the importance of the problem of security. Nations, since there have
been nations, have always put security first, and peoples have
shown an inclination to tolerate great impositions upon their
liberties if necessary for security. They have always spent
money abundantly when they felt it was necessary for security, and have sacrificed the amenities of life and welfare
for that purpose. We can realize that unless the problem of
security is solved, the problems of welfare and of justice are
likely to languish.
States have attempted to win security by various methods.
The most important of these has been the development of
their own armies, providing security through their own military forces. This has often led to balances of power. Those
states whose geographical position now offers, or has in the
past offered, certain difficulties to military invasion, have
sought to exploit that geographical position to the utmost and
to win security by policies of isolation.
Experience in the last twenty-five years makes abundantly
clear that these methods, self-help, balance-of-power alliances,
and isolation, will not work. Methods of warfare will increase
in destructive effectiveness and will continue to reduce the
influence of time and space, as the airplane takes its position
as the most important military device. New methods of warfare have made old methods of security obsolete.
After the first World War, through the league of Nations,
a new method, that of collective security, was attempte'cl. There
were flaws in that system as developed, but collective security
is still thought of by many people and is thought of by this
Commission as being the natural alternative to the older methods of security which relied primarily upon war as an instrument of policy and of security.
Collective security, as I shall point out presently, can _be
organized in various ways, but in my judgment, the use of mternational police is the most efficient way.
International policing differs from war in that the force
acts in behalf of the community as a whole and not in behalf
of a single nation. That is the essence of policing in cities and
in nations. The policeman is the agent of the state. When
the uniformed policeman was introduced, people no longer
needed bodyguards and sidearms to defend themselves. That
is the first point about policing.
The second point is that policing is used to prevent or to
stop violations of law. War is self-help in pursuance of r:olicy.
Policing is action by the community as a whole to mamtam
law. That is a fundamental difference. If force is used by the
subject of law on his own initiative, then you have a condition of anarchy. It is only through the organization of force
under the community as a whole that anarchy has been superseded by a reign of law. There is nothing new in that. But
there seem to be a great many people who fail to perceive that
the same conceptions of anarchy and of policing which everybody understands in local and national affairs, also apply in
world affairs.
Policing may be carried on by a great many methods. You
may have, as the league of Nations attempted, obligations
on the part of states to coalesce t:?eir force_s in order to .a:t
unitedly in behalf of the commumty of nations after a cns1s
has arisen ; or you may have the other extreme-a permanent
organization of all the important military force in the world
under the appropriate organ of the community of nations.
There are a good many half-way points between these two

methods. You may have some force which is permanently
embodied and usable by the community of nations immediately, and at the same time have a large part of the force organized under national states, with those states under obligation to use their force behind the international force and only
against aggression.
The Report which you have before you suggests this halfway method. The Commission does not suggest an organization of all force behind the community of nations, nor has it
come out for a mere obligation on the part of nations to use
their forces for policing. It proposes a limited, pe_rm~nently
embodied police force, to be supported by an obligation of
the nations to use their own forces when the situation requires.
Policing implies three important conditions. First, it implies that there is an international law, and that this law makes
aggression illegal. Aggression has many meanings, ~ut. legally it means a resort to force contrary to legal obligat10n.
Second, the community of nations must be so organized that
the aggressor can be determined. Third, there must be a police force available to be called immediately into action by the
appropriate authority of the community of nations. U?less
you have those three conditions, you cannot have international
policing.
Why is it necessary to organize international policing?
I think the answer is in the two world wars we have experienced. To the thoughtful mind these wars suggest that there
have been fundamental changes in the underlying conditions
of our life. Those changes consist in the much closer contacts of peoples, one with another, which has resulted in the
easy spread of war. Radio, electrical communications of other
types, the steamship, railroad and motor car, and particularly
the airplane have resulted in this shrinking of the world. That
is a very important condition. It is a condition that is as radical in changing the underlying factors of human life on this
planet as was the invention of the printing press and of gun
powder five centuries ago. We know that those two inventions revolutionized the world, broke up the feudal system
and established a system of national states. I think that the
radio has been as revolutionary as the printing press, and the
airplane as revolutionary as gun powder. We have to realize
the implications of those inventions.
Well, these are the changed conditions, and they mean that
isolation for any state on this planet is not a means of security
any longer. Pearl Harbor should be taken as conclusive evidence that isolation as a means of security is dead even for
this country, whose geography has been most favorable to that
policy.
Secondly, self-help is no longer possible. We still have
some people who say that we should build up our armame_nts
to the limit so that we can win against any possible enemies,
and then we won't have wars. Well, armament by any one
state excites armament by others. The efforts of Hitler and
Mussolini to win security by that method precipitated the
general war. I wonder if, today, Mr. Hitler would regard
that method as having won complete security for Germany,
or whethP-r Japan would regard her similar tactics as having
won security for Japan? There are some people who want to
pursue the Hitler policy in the United States. I think we ought
to think twice about that method of security.
Then, there is the balance of power. Some people say that
the balance of power is always going to exist, that whatever
organization is set up, security will still depend primarily
on the balance of power.
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Balance of power is a very simple conception. It means
that states in their own interest will band together to jump
on any one of their number which is getting too powerful.
But bear in mind that the balance of power is dependent upon
war as its main instrument. It is true that sometimes the mere
making of an alliance against the potential aggressor will be
sufficient to stop his activities but often not. The history of
the functioning of the balance of power in modern times is
the history of modern war. War is so destructive now and is
so certain to spread over th~ entire world, that it is too expensive an instrument to use for security. We have got to get
away from it in some way, and the balance of power is not
the method, for it depends upon the use of war as an instrument of policy.
Then there is another factor in the balance of power which
should not be ignored. With the importance of machines in
modern war, it is necessary to provide in advance, by secret
alliances or by military preparation, so that the coalition will
be prepared to meet the aggressor. The experience of democracy has shown that democracies do not like to prepare militarily long in advance. The natural policy of democracy is a
policy of prosperity, and not of continual military preparedness. Consequently, the history of the balance of power has
been that aggressors have prepared for aggression and have
known exactly where they were going to attack, but the coalition of the more liberal, democratic states has always floundered in the early stages of the war.
Democracy, as has often been recognized, cannot pursue
policies of secret diplomacy, Machiavellian diplomacy, which
is the central theme of the balance of power. The United
States is particularly inept at playing the game. You can
imagine the difficulties which would be encountered in making secret alliances, especially if you had to utilize the Senate
in order to make them, and you can imagine the difficulties
of getting public opinion to support sud1 Machiavellian policies. We can also realize that if we 'did establish ·a government with sufficient power and authority to carry on a
Machiavellian policy of balance of power, we would have
sacrificed our democratic institutions. There is a fundamental
inconsistency between democracy and power politics.
Then, there are those who say that we can have collective
security without any organized international police. They wish
to depend for collective security upon obligations undertaken
by states through treaties to act together when an emergency
has arisen. That was the system under the league of Nations.
Our experience of this type of collective security indicates certain serious weaknesses, and it is because of these weaknesses
that the movement for international policing has arisen today.
The first of those weaknesses is the fear that some of the
other states that are committed to act against the aggressor
will not act. So long as the coalition depends upon a political
decision at the moment the aggression has arisen, this fear
is likely to exist. At the time of the Ethiopian affair, everybody
was afraid that one of the other states would not act, and the
result was that none of them acted effectively an'd Mussolini,
for the time being, got away with the bacon.
A second weakness is the well-grounded fear of certain
small countries in the geographical vicinity of the aggressor
that collaboration in collective security would be suicide.
Switzerland was a pretty good member of the league of Nations, but when it came to applying effective sanctions, the
Swiss realized that they were right on the frontiers of Mussolini and so they said they agreed in principle on sanctions
but they would have to maintain their historical policy of neutrality. Some of the other states that were in the vicinity of
Mussolini said the same. If the states nearest to the aggressor

remain neutral and their territories cannot be used by the
collaborating states as bases for operation, this gives the aggressor a tremendous advantage.
There is a third difficulty, and that is collective security
acts too slowly. An aggressor is going to mobilize and prepare in advance to launch the blitzkrieg where he thinks it
will be most effective. Usually he will launch hi~ initial attack at the weakest link in the chain of surrounding states.
He realizes that even if collective security is organized after
the event, if all of the states do carry out their obligations in
good faith, it is going to take a long time. There have got
to be discussions ; there has got to be planning; there have
got to be parliamentary votes. Consequently, the aggressor
thinks that he will be able to create an accomplished fact
before collective security gets under way. If he has an accomplished fact, if he has already occupied and partially digested the territories he wants, he thinks that probably collective security will not function at all, and that seems to
have been a fairly well justified feeling. Mussolini was able
to take the whole of Ethiopia in six months, when the calculations were that it would take at least two years before
collective economic sanctions could become effective. It was
the same in the case of Japan and Manchuria.
Collective security, even if it does functiop, is likely to
mean only victory in a world war. It does not operate to deter
or to prevent aggression. You must always bear in mind that
the objective of -collective security is to prevent aggression
and not eventually to have to defeat the aggressor in a world
war.
That difference between preventive action and eventual
victory, it seems to me, depends upon speed. If the nations
have at their disposal a force that can act as rapidly as anything the aggressor has, then collective security may be preventive.
We are faced by the problem of organizing collective security so that it can act rapidly. With that thought in mind,
the Commission has suggested the creation of an international
air force, small in size, based on islands or other strategic
bases which are ceded to the international authority in various
parts of the world. This air force would be prepared as a
spearhead to take action at any point where aggression took
place.
It is not supposed that the international air force would
in itself be able to overcome a very powerful state that was
committing aggression. It would merely be the spear point
against the aggressor. It could act immediately, and behind
the air force would be the obligation of the peace-loving
members of the community of nations to put into effect economic sanctions and to collaborate militarily. However, by its
ability to act rapidly, it would mean all the difference between preventive action and winning in a world war.
Now, there are many technical problems in connection with
the organization of such an air force. Those are dealt with
in the Report you have before you. You would have to determine on technical grounds where the bases should be, the
number of bases, and the force needed on each base. The
Commission recommends that the international air force
should be recruited by volunteering. There would not be any
compulsion on individuals from any states to serve. It would
be a relatively small force, and experience has shown that such
internationalized forces, which have not been uncommon in
history, have always been able to find recruits from many
countries. There is no doubt that this opportunity both of
service and of adventure would attract many persons to serve.
The international air force, of course, would have a uniform,
its own command and its general staff.
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The problem of preventing such an international police
force from becoming itself a danger to the liberty of peoples
in the states has presented itself to many thinkers on this subject. Incidentally, ·there is a concerted attack against the idea
of an international air force in the Hearst and the McCormick
press. Attack on this idea is now the device of the isolationists. The attack takes the form of saying that such an effective
police force would be a danger to the liberties of the peoples
of the world. They raise up scarecrows of some Napoleon
infiltering himself into the command and itself using the force
against states. Well, the answer to that is, first, that the international air force would be relatively small. It would not be
nearly as large as the forces of many states. It would consist
only of an air force, possibly some small contingents of naval
or !and forces to defend its bases but primarily an air force,
which would not be useful for occupying states. Certainly, if
the states have a moderate army and navy, they could protect
themselves against this air force, unless the air force was supported by the forces of the peace-loving states of the world.
In its relative size, therefore, you have one answer to this
criticism.
Secondly, the air force would be usable only at the authorization of an appropriate international council. The Commission's Report suggests that the great powers should all be
represented in the council of the international organization.
That means that the United States would always have a representative there. Unanimity should be required in the council,
to use the air force, with the exception of any state which

might itself be accused of aggression. Of course, the council
would have to determine who is the aggressor, and the history
of the League shows that there is seldom any difficulty in deciding who is the aggressor. The difficulty is in knowing what
you are going to do with him when you have discovered him.
And third, the air force would be financed primarily by
contributions from the states. There would always be the
power of the purse to check the power of the sword. As constitutional governments have succeeded in preventing the
danger of the military getting on top and creating a Praetorian
Guard that might destroy their liberties, so an international
organization can do the same.
There will be a council, an assembly, a world court, and
other constitutional organs of the community of nations to
exercise a check upon one another and to prevent the police
force from getting out of hand.
Thus, the proposal for effective international policing would
seem to have within it the potentialities of giving security
through prevention of aggression, and at the same time, if
properly organized would offer no dangers to the liberties
of the nations and peoples of the world.
I want to emphasize that international policing is only one
part of a general international organization which must also
provide for the settlement of disputes, for peaceful change,
for welfare and justice, but it is, in the opinion of the Commission, an indispensable part of this system. Security must
be assured to the states, or the other objectives of the world
organization will fail.

Justice and Human Rights
BERYL HAROLD LEVY:

The Commission has not yet debated the Third Part of its
Fourth Report dealing with Justice and Human Rights. I shall
therefore briefly present in a general way only my views, informed by discussions in the Commission, but not committing
the Commission, on the approach to be made to international
justice through reconstruction of legal doctrine and institutions, pacific methods of settling 'disputes, and the protection
of human rights.
Justice in government has no meaning apart from a community possessing a system of law and common social ideals.
In such a community, the activity of judges and other officials approaches justice in proportion as they apply the law and
develop the law so that it draws nearer to the social ideals of
the community. Justice may falter because laws do not embody
social ideals or because of bad administration of laws that do.
The steady, though sometimes halting, steps of a growing
community of nations are reflected in diplomatic practice, agencies like the postal union, international arbitration, and notably,
the League of Nations, the Permanent Court of International
Justice, and the International Labor Organization which
emerged after World War One. That community is on the
way to being precipitately matured by the plans laid at the
Moscow Conference for a "general international organization."
This new community of nations will require a reshaping of
international law. The system of international law which we
have had is far from adequately rounded or enforced. It had
developed doctrinally in juristic texts since the days of Grotius
and in resolutions of international conferences. It has been
developed institutionally through treaties, diplomatic correspondence, naval and military instructions, judicial and arbitral
opinions of international tribunals and, in substantial and significant measure, of national courts applying international law.
These give evidence already of the general acceptance of certain rules and principles 'deemed to constitute binding obliga-

tions and of modes of agreement and decision for their execution. They must be considerably fortified.
There are also certain social ideals which have been generally accepted throughout the world. They are crystallized in
the Four Freedoms and are a measure of the extent to which
Nazism is an assault upon civilization itself. They can be
found in the utterances of great philosophers, moralists, and
poets of all religions, civilizations, and nationalities; in the
rights declared in most national constitutions concerning individual freedom and national ideals; and in the influence
of certain movements commanding a wide popular following,
such as those against slavery, disease, and war. These movements not only developed world-wide support among peoples,
but have been the subject of conventions ratified by many nations. If peonage can be abolished, there is no inherent reason
why war cannot be.
It has become commonplace to remind ourselves that contacts among all peoples have increased enormously in recent
years. The world is now so shrunken by the airplane that New
York is nearer in time to Moscow today than it was to the
national capitol in the early days of our Republic. Through
the radio we can talk to half the world at the same time; and
tomorrow's news from China is in our morning papers. Eco~omi~ interdependence and the growth. of popular participation m government have brought men m all lands into touch
with one another. Common ideals, community ties, and legal
arrangements could not be avoided. But the development of
each and the coordination of all is as yet so incomplete that
international justice remains difficult to define, its instruments
difficult to locate and attune. The conviction that international
justice must be facilitated and propelled has been sharpened
by revulsion against fascist depredations. Resourcefulness and
courage are now required for the creation of new legal mechanisms and the strengthening of established ones.
International law has suffered from the climate in which it
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originated. It developed from the conception o.f th~ absolute the dignity of the individual. Social ideals, to be universally
state, "sovereign" with respect to other state~ and w1.th respect accepted, must reconcile both these values and extend ea0 of
to individuals within its territory. Royal dictatorships claim- them. International law must seek ways to protect and libering divine right and subject peoples without a voice were facts ate both the individual and groups of individuals including
then. It is only in our day that public opinion can reach and those symbolized by the nation. With due cognizance of the
influence even departments of state. International law bas had power and importance of nati?nalis~, the l;'re.vailing moo~
few institutions to yield the possibility of growth, h~wever. of emerging international-law 1s to impose limit~ npon .a~b1It bas continued to allow independence to each state. Given an trary action of the nation state with respect to 1eopard1zmg
assertive nation, wanton in its claims, this laissez-faire aim world peace and oppressing groups or individuals in its own or
other lands.
easily ends in the Hitlerian state.
International justice must, therefore, aim to improve the
The theory of absolute national sovereignty has included
freedom of the government to oppress and persecute its. own observance and enforcement of international law and to
citizens in pursuit of its national purposes. In general, .inter- broaden its scope to encompass in ever larger measure the sonational law does not reach the individual to protect him or cial ideals of our common civilization epitomized in the Four
give him direct redress. Diplomatic protection of aliens, ~m Freedoms. Laissez faire must yield among nations as it has
manitarian intervention and the Minorities Treaties are lim- already been forced to yield within nations. In sober. thought
ited exceptions proving the rule. In international law, man has a nation exists to promote the welfare and happmess of
been for the state, not the state for the man; and only states people. If law does not serve as an instrument of h~an fulwere recognized as having any status or standing. Constitu- fillment and freedom, it is worse than useless. Unlike the
tional law and international law have scarcely a nodding ac- Fourteen Points, the Atlantic Charter recognizes the indiquaintance. The one is supposed to protect individual free- vidual's rights as a matter of international concern. This recogdom· and the other, henceforth, freedom from fear of war. nition makes necessary the confluence of constitutional and inBut ~either can do its own job without the aid of the other; ternational law. The aims and instruments of nations and of
an'd unless both jobs are done, neither can be fully done. How the international organization must be made to approach harcan men have individual freedom when they are periodically mony in "one world" of many peoples.
Many people think of international society as existing in a
regimented or killed by the exigencies of war ? How can agnever-never
land lying outside their borders, "without a local
gression be prevented when internat!o~al law pert?its a na~ion
to cut its people off from world opm1on and whip them mto habitation and a name." They imagine international . processes
a fury of neurotic isolation fed on a racial superiority com- not as operating within the national territorial limits but
plex? As the previously isolationist New Re pubfic has recently somewhere else in a domain having breadth as well as extenobserved: "The war against civilization began when the first sion. Hence the unreality of so much of the discussion of inJew of Germany was murdered in cold blood by a Nazi storm ternational affairs. International society is here at home in our
very midst. It is precisely because international order does
trooper."
Common social ideals have developed from the long and affect us and our system so vitally and intimately that we are
recurrent insistence on the dignity of human personality and concerned about its character. New international institutions
the rights of man. The one goes back to the Hebraic-Christian will help to vitalize international law, as. will the .strengthentradition ; the other stems from the Greek stress on reason and ing of the Permanent Court of International Justice and the
received an impetus in the 18th Century from the French and widening of the scope of arbitration and conciliation. But we
American revolutions. This religious tradition is not dated. should not fail to notice a fact which is so obvious we often
These revolutions are not yet over. 20th Century Constitutions, overlook it. The legal machinery of each nation is a major
like those of Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union, specify also vehicle for the enforcement of international law. When the
basic economic phases of human rights. During the 19th Cen- United States of America and its Supreme Court were created,
tury, however, the ideal of nationality was of equal, if not we did not abolish county courts, city courts, or state courts or
greater influence than the rights of men. International law legislatures. Each of these, in. a~dition to ~ts 1.oc~l ~u~ctions,
appeared to progress toward a fuller realization of the inde- · was charged with the duty, mc1dental to its 1unsd1ct10n, of
pendence and "sovereignty" of nations rather .th~n. toward a seeing that the Constitution of the United States was not
violated. In an improved international system the national legal
realization of the freedom and welfare of the mdividual.
Progress in effective international organization has been organs can be made an even more effective means for enhampered by this artificial conflict of individual and national forcement of international law.
As long as we persist in thinking of international affairs as
freedom. On the one hand, the idea and fact of national in"foreign"
it is not possible to make much progress tov:ard
dependence was strengthened through the old institutions of
war, neutrality, and alliances, which Secretary Hull told Con- bringing the national communities of the world together m a
gress will now be dispensed with. On the other hand, ther~ was system of law embodying justice. The results that flow from
an increase of human welfare and regard for human rights that error are the complete separation of international law
in international organization for minimizing war and brutal from national constitutional law, the theory that international
war practices ; for protecting victirr_is of v.:ar a17d other disasti;rs; law creates no rights for individual human beings, the inabilfor protecting labor ; for combattmg el;'id:mics and narcot1.cs; ity of citizens of the nation to use their constitutional rights
for facilitating commerce and commumcattons; for promotmg as a means of compelling their nation to comply with its international obligations. All this is explained by saying that the
intellectual cooperation.
Clearly, international justice must no longer be allowed to nation is "sovereign," that international law is "external" to
develop in terms of the protection of national int:rests in it, and that if a nation violates an international obligation, it
oblivion of the interests of the individuals who constitute the is for the nation to which it is under obligation to make legal
nation as if national sovereignty were a breathing reality in- complaint, if it dare. No individual is ordinarily supposed to
stead of a metaphysical abstraction. The two interests need have that "right"; certainly no individual who is a citizen of
not conflict, for the state is only a group of individuals in as- the offending nation.
If such dogmas continue to rule international law and intersociation for certain purposes. Opportunity for nations to develop in distinctive ways is a value, and a potent one, akin to national relations any hope in an enlightened legal order or
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enlightened public opinion as the sound foundation for peace
is ill USO ry.
The functioning of world policing agencies to preserve the
peace, which Professor Wright has discµssed, must be in pursuance of international law. That law must be enlarged to
prohibit aggressive war as a crime against mankind and to
oblige nations not to resort to other than peaceful means for
settling controversies. Through the international organization
of economic plenty, which Professor Condliffe has discussed,
wants will be satisfied and strains will be eased, but disputes
will continue to arise and machinery for their pacific disposition must be provided. When people come into closer contact
it does not necessarily follow that fewer conflicts will ensue.
A striking insight of our time was the recognition in the
league Covenant that a dispute which threatens the peace between two nations anywhere is a matter of concern to all nations everywhere, for modern war tends to become global.
Another realization follows: That nations are under an obligation to settle disputes peacefully. Many disputes which arise
will continue to be settled by ordinary diplomatic negotiation.
But the technique of conciliation, as practiced by the Council
of the league of Nations, often with the aid of advisory
opinions from the World Court, must be strengthened for
use when negotiation breaks down. Conciliation is not concerned with the merits or justice of a dispute; it is concerned
with how the parties feel and how, through processes of bargaining, a compromise can be reached. Many disputes among
nations cannot be settled by legal means any more than our
own slavery issue in the South could be settled by the Dred
Scott case, or the present coal mining situation, involving
masses of men with a vital stake, could be settled by a judicial
judgment. Such disputes lend themselves to settlement by political methods of negotiation or mediation. Disputes which
concern claims can, however, be submitted to an arbitration
tribunal or the Permanent Court of International Justice.
These yield a definite decision in terms of international law.
Each method deserves strengthening and extension. The techniques of arbitration should be more widely employed. The
Permanent Court of International Justice, to which most nations belong, and upon which most of these have within limits
conferred compulsory jurisdiction, should be adopted as the
supreme judicial tribunal of the United Nations.
The world will not be frozen as of the end of the war. Provisions for orderly change must be made, including power in
the international organization for proposal of treaty rectification. This or that phase of the peace settlement will strike
some as unjust. The centrally important need is to set up curative processes for achieving an ever greater degree of justice.
There comes a time in the affairs of men when war and
revolution yield a new birth of freedom. The harassed spirit
of men reaches out to a broader affirmation. Eloquent manifestos are issued and often they are followed by positive law
and realignment of governmental structures. The Declaration
of Independence was followed by the Constitution; the Emancipation Proclamation by the 13th, 14th and 15th Amend-

ments; Wilson's Fourteen Points by the Covenant of the
league of Nations.
For the safeguard of essential human rights, international
law must now be expanded, among other ways, through an
international declaration of human rights, which may be
agreed upon at a United Nations Conference on Human
Rights which should b_e convened. Nations should be required
to observe elementary guarantees of human dignity in their
national constitutions with adequate machinery for their enforcement in law and in fact equally for all persons regardless of race, religion or country of national origin. Such observance should be made a condition of active, participating
membership in the general international organization. The
Moscow Conference sets the pattern in Italy for all liberated
countries-a democratic political structure based on freedom of
religion, speech, press, assembly, and the rights of a people
to choose their own form of government. These freedoms have
been regarded by our own Supreme Court as the essentials of
a system of ordered liberty and have been rightly described
by Secretary Hull as "among the most basic human rights in
civilized society." A permanent Human Rights Commission
should be established to aid nations in meeting these standards
and to aid individuals or groups to obtain the application of
these standards. This Commission should also have the task
of recommending from time to time principles and procedures
for increasing the protection of individuals and groups under
international law. The Human Rights Commission should
consist of jurists and others experienced in public affairs, reflecting the views of non-governmental groups as well as
governments, to survey the problems, to aid in the improvement of measures of protection, and to carry on a vigorous
campaign of education in the values of democratic tolerance
and the avoidance of discrimination because of race, religion,
sex, language, or country of national origin. Besides political
and population realignments, stringent measures will probably
be necessary to restore human rights in some defeated or occupied countries where the Minorities Treaties system of protection has proved to be inadequate, and where discrimination
has been inveterate and has been intensified by Nazi practices
and propaganda. The Commission on Human Rights could
fruitfully operate in these areas through branch or regional
offices in cooperation with national or federal legal systems.
The brutal persecutions and extermination practiced by the
Nazis and the Japanese have made this war peculiarly one for
the validation of human freedom and the preservation of
civilized values. Peace is threatened if human rights are violated; and peace with justice is impossible without their
preservation. In proportion as war is effectively prevented,
the protection of human rights can proceed apace. In proportion as human rights are honored, the prevention of war becomes easier. The relation between an orderly world and respect for human rights is intimate and reciprocal.
Vigilance remains the price of liberty and public opinion
must be awakened to keep public officials constantly aware that
in the long view liberty, like peace, is indivisable.
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